Greeting card by Olesya Kharkova
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Materials used: Penny Black Berries and Leaves die (51-279), black cardstock, white cardstock.
White card base, white gel pen, gold alpha stickers, Chameleon Color Tones Super Set;
Evergreen (GR4), Dark Sage (GR2), Green Apple (GR1), Crimson Red (RD4), Red Coral
(RD2), Hot Cocoa (BR2); Chameleon Color Tones pencils: Coffee (5/02), Soft White (1/01),
Plum (9/02), Strawberry (8/02), Cactus Green (20/01), Summer Leaf ( 20/02).
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Instructions:
1. Die cut the shapes three times.
And color them. First mark the
veins with the bullet nib of the
Green Apple pen. The leaves: the
Evergreen pen (bullet nib) infused
for 3 seconds, them smooth the
blending with the Dark Sage pen
(the bullet nib) without infusing and
the tip of the leaves with the Green
Apple pen (the bullet nib) without
infusing.
For the berries take the Crimson red
pen ( the bullet nib) and color the
darkest parts of the berries on one
side, blend it with the bullet nib of
the Red Coral pen ( the bullet nib).
Don’t color the whole berry, leave a small crescent shape uncolored for highlighting.
2. The upper sample is colored
with Chameleon pens only. The
bottom one with Chameleon pens
and Chameleon Color Tones
pencils to reveal all the shades
and details.
Take the Plum shade and mark
the darkest part of the berries.
Don’t color up to the edge,
leaves a thin strip for reflection
( just on the opposite side to the
highlight). Color the rest of the
berry with the Strawberry color.
For the leaves use Cactus Green
and Summer Leaf colors. Whiten
up some areas with a Soft White
pencil.
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3. Prepare the card base measuring
10*10cm. Cut a black square panel
slightly smaller than the base.
Prepare a white circle and a black
one which is slightly smaller than
the white one. Place the sentiment
using alpha stickers. The next step
is to adhere the black panel directly
to the card base, make a pyramid
style construction: foam tape +
leaves+ foam tape+ white circle +
foam tape+ black circle.
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You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com, on the
website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Olesya’s blog http://as-if-by-magic-ivy.blogspot.ru/

